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Digital Urban Design Based on Human-Computer Interaction: Discussion on the Fourth 

Generation of Urban Design 

Wang Jianguo 

Abstract: The theories and technique methods relied on by urban design always keep pace with the 

times in its development. Urban design has gone through four generations of paradigms, which are: 

The first generation of traditional urban design dominated by the basic principles of architecture, 

the second generation modernist urban design characterized by scientific and technological support, 

functional zoning and 3D space abstract organization, the third generation of green urban design 

based on the ‘eco-first’ principle and the environmental sustainability, and the fourth generation of 

digital city design which gradually emerging based on human-computer interaction. The fourth 

generation of urban design aims at the reconstruction of the modal holism theory and takes the 

transformation of the human-computer interaction’s digital technology method as the core feature. 

The scientific research and practical results of many cases show that in the foreseeable future 

planning and design will be expected to achieve ‘from digital collection to digital design, from 

digital design to digital management’. 

Keywords: Urban Design; Paradigm; Digitalization 
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Exploration on Theoretical Paradigm of All-digital Urban Design 

Yang Junyan 

Abstract: Digital urban design provides exciting opportunities for urban planning disciplines. It 

also puts forward a new proposition to theoretical construction and practical application of urban 

design. All kinds of basic spatial information in urban design are present in various isometric 

information systems, and have characteristics of multi-temporal, multi-coordinate, multi-dimension 

and multi-format. This is not conducive to data collaboration and design mining. Therefore, it is 

very urgent to unify multiple big data in space platform to help analyze the laws of city. This article 

is based on multiple big data and elaborates the concept of all-digital urban design. Through the 

construction of an all-digital urban design frame and the studies on the working method of all-digital 

urban design, we have come to the conclusion that the basic works of all-digital urban design include 

collection, investigation and integration, core works include analysis, design and expression, 

implementation works include application, management and monitoring. The significance of this 

paper is to establish the ideal paradigm of urban design based on all-digital process to adapt to the 

practices of different cities. 

Keywords: All-digitization; Urban Design; Theoretical Paradigm; Multi Big Data 
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Urban Form and Digitalization of Urban Design 

Guan Chenghe 

Abstract: In the Mid-18th century, John Snow utilized spatial data analysis to trace the source of a 

cholera outbreak in London. His methods established the fundamental theory of using urban 

morphological study to solve practical urban issues. Accompanied by rapid innovation, 

technological improvement, and increasing computational power, urban morphology has been 

widely applied to digitalization of urban design. Through the urban form elements proposed by 

Kevin Lynch, this paper introduces the development of urban morphology in relation to 

digitalization of urban design in education, design practice and academic research. This paper adopts 

a variety of international case studies and discusses the importance of urban form and digitalization 

of urban design at a global scale. 
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The Development of Digital Urban Design in American Universities 

Shi Yi, Mei-Po Kwan 

Abstract: Based on the development of big data and digital technology, new changes have taken 

place in urban design, which is the emergence of digital urban design. In the practice of digital city 

design, the planning colleges of universities in the USA have gradually become an important frontier 

to guide this development. This paper introduces the development of digital city design in American 

universities, selecting three American planning colleges that are respectively featured in engineering, 

research and teaching. It provides a reference for the construction of urban design disciplines in our 

country. 

Keywords: Urban Design; Digital; College; The USA 
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Methodology and Application of the Self-feedback Urban Design Based on Urban Sensors and 

Online Platform 

Long Ying, Cao Zhejing 

Abstract: The burst of urban big data has deepened people’s perception of urban context. However, 

the construction of smart-city infrastructure and urban sensors implies the opportunity of delicate 

depiction of existing situation and post-positioned feedback of the implementation of planning and 

design. The online platform not only vividly displays various city information, but also creates the 

channel for feedback of new demands of urban life, and facilitates the interaction of the roles and 

stakeholders. This paper proposes the framework of self-feedback urban design based on urban 

sensors and online platform. Firstly, it introduces the workflow, data inventory, urban sensor 

category, online platform modules and application scenarios. Secondly, this methodology is applied 

to urban design of Hengfu Historical District in Shanghai, with a comprehensive online platform 
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combining the modules of slow-traffic data collection and analysis platform, human observational 

data platform, human activity track platform, design and project display platform, public 

participation platform, spatial interaction carpet platform. At last, the opportunities and challenges 

of this self-feedback urban design methodology are further discussed. 

Keywords: Data Augmented Urban Design; Urban Sensor; Online Platform; Spatial Intervention; 

Hengfu Historical District in Shanghai 
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A Mountainous Urban Design Practice Based on Multidisciplinary Digital Technologies: 

Study on the Case of Chongqing Frontier Science City 

Xu Gang, Mao Yu 

Abstract: As a technical practice guiding urban space (re)creation, urban design is characterized by 

systematicness, openness and richness. Modern urban design is facing growingly complex 

challenges, far beyond the scope of traditional space aesthetics, and needs to integrate many related 

disciplines and engineering technologies, especially digital technologies, which make the urban 

design work more comprehensive and scientific. The paper studies on the urban design of 

Chongqing Frontier Science City. Instead of using conventional way of strong terrain transformation, 

the plan explores various means of low impact development (LID) to meet reasonable construction 

density and development goals. The paper also studies on modern quantifiable technical tools to 

reduce the cost and meet diversified demands in industry, livability, vitality, efficiency, ecology, 

energy conservation and intellectualization. Consequently, urban design provided strong technical 

support to influence, fulfill and even modify statutory planning; meanwhile, it is equipped with 

important technical basis to guide subsequent engineering practice effectively. The quantifiable 

technical tools used in the case involve landscape space, ecological protection, safety guarantee, 

sponge city, municipal energy and wind environment simulation, etc. 

Keywords: Digital Technology; Mountainous Urban Design; Chongqing 
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Digital Urban Design Using Space Syntax Analysis Based on Multi-source Data: An Urban 

Renewal Project in Wuhan Sanyanglu Area 

Sheng Qiang, Fang Ke 

Abstract: Achieving the aim of Digital Urban Design relies on an established framework which 

integrated research and design methods. This paper presents an urban renewal project in Sanyanglu 

area in Wuhan. It focuses on the way space syntax model connecting multi-source data such as web-

open data, drone video and fieldwork survey. This data-based spatial model is used at different scales 

ranging from city to neighborhood. It is also used at various stage of designing processes from 
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concept design, option testing and optimization. 
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Success or Failure? Fifty Years of Urbanization Policy in the Netherlands 

Ries van der Wouden 

Abstract: Dutch urbanization policy began 50 years ago. In the first decades, it was based on the 

concept of ‘concentrated deconcentration’ and growth centre policy, and, after 1988, on the 

compact-city policy and the so-called Vinex locations. This article evaluates the urbanization policy 

over these 50 years, using existing evaluation research and map analyses. It concludes that, although 

the policy had some positive results, it was unable to prevent urban sprawl in the Netherlands. 

Keywords: Dutch Spatial Planning; Urbanization Policy; Institutional Change; Policy Evaluation 
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Study on the Mechanism and Effect of Urban Space Production Driven by Land Finance: A 

Case Study on Hexi New Town in Nanjing 

Yang Hao, Zhang Jingxiang 

Abstract: This paper takes the “capital urbanization” in the production of space as the theoretical 

foundation. Land finance which supported the capital urbanization, can be subdivided into three 

circular relationships which are nested and boosting with each other: (1) transferring industrial land 

at a low price in order to attracting investment, pursuing long-term benefits; (2) paid transferring 

commercial services and residential land or land mortgage loan, achieving rapid primitive 

accumulation of capital; (3) putting into public land for building infrastructure and providing public 

services, to boost land increment and optimize the urban function. To confirm the theoretical 

framework in macro-level, this paper selects Hexi new town in Nanjing as the case, through 

quantitative analysis and detailed process description, three cyclic paths of space capital give full 

play in the land revenue and expenditure of Hexi new town: achieving the initial capital 

accumulation by real estate finance, then seeking long-term industry tax revenue, as well as the 

supply of public goods which match with the various development stages. However, the unbalanced 

distribution of land finance capital hides some crises including curing social differentiation and 

over-accumulated capital, we need to shift the direction under the demands of new urbanization, 

thus proposes transformation strategies for control of capital and regulation of space. 

Keywords: Land Finance; Urban Space Production; Capital Circulation; Hexi New Town in 

Nanjing; Land Management 
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Power, Capital and Space—Production of Urban Consumption Space Based on the 

Transformation of Historical Street Area: A Case Study of Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li in Chengdu 

Liu Bin, Chen Zhongnuan 

Abstract: With the rise of consumerism and consumption culture, a variety of consumption spaces 

are expanding in cities, and making a historical block into a new type of consumption space has 

become an important means for the production of space in many metropolis. According to this 

background, this essay takes SinoOcean Taikoo Li in Chengdu as an example. Using the Neo-

Marxism urban theory, a political economy approach is made to analyze the new consumption space 

transformed from historical block. It shows that in the production process of the new urban 

consumption space, the government disciplines the political space mainly through the use of 

administrative power, while the developers build and control the physical and economic space 

mainly by capital. In the end, the production of new urban consumption space is completed by the 

common action of administrative power and capital. Based on the above analysis, a critical 

reflection on the paradigm of production in this kind of space is made. In the process of creating 

and using the space, a few problems should be paid attention to, such as the superficializing of local 

culture, the exclusiveness of space, and the lack of public participation. 

Keywords: Historical Block; Consumption Space; Production of Space; Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li 

Citation: LIU B, CHEN Z. Power, capital and space—production of urban consumption space 
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Research on Urban Sustainable Community Based on Circular Metabolism of Nutrients 

Liu Chang’an, Zhao Jilong, Gao Xiaoming 

Abstract: Currently, the global nutrient crisis has developed to a rather critical situation that cannot 

be ignored. Hence, constructing a kind of new urban nutrient-metabolism system and reclosing the 

nutrient-cycling have become an indispensable strategy. Based on the theory of Metabolic Rift, this 

paper analyzes the serious consequences of metabolism imbalance and treats the metabolic waste 

as nutrient resources that can be recycled. Associating various factors, such as the waste, fertilizer, 

agriculture, food and people, the process of nutrient recycling will be promoted and the Metabolic 

Rift can be eliminated. Taking the Haozhaokui Community as an example, this paper analyzes the 

mechanism of achieving nutrient recycling and introduces the design ideas of relating sustainable 

community, so as to provide Chinese sustainable community development with new approaches and 

new methodologies. 

Keywords: Nutrient Recycling; Urban Metabolism; Urban Agriculture; Agro-integrated 

Community; Sustainable Community; Metabolic Rift 
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Social Benefit Evaluation of Policies on Vehicle Plate Restriction in Urban China 

Le Xiaohui, Lin Xiongbin, Yang Jiawen 

Abstract: In response to rapid motorization and severe traffic congestion, a few cities in China have 

adopted policies to restrict car ownership. Little work however has been done to evaluate the social 

benefit of such policies. This paper uses economic models to analyze the social benefits of different 

versions of vehicle plate restriction policies. It concludes that the plate auction system yields a 

higher social benefit than the hybrid one, which in turn higher than the lottery system. But social 

equity should also be taken into consideration in policies. In order to improve social benefit, city 

governments should prioritize auction and pay more attention to policy details at the same time. 

Keywords: Car Plate Restriction; Economic Analysis; Social Benefits Analysis 

Citation: LE X, LIN X, YANG J. Social Benefit evaluation of policies on vehicle plate restriction 

in urban China[J]. Urban planning international, 2018(1): 86-94, 118. DOI: 10.22217/upi.2016.017. 

 

 

 

The Impacts of High Speed Rail on Regional and Spatial Economy Abroad and the 

Enlightenment to China 

Liu Liwen, Zhang Ming 

Abstract: Traditionally, improvements in transport infrastructure have been known to bring about 

economic growth in a region. It is widely understood that High-Speed Rail (HSR) shrinks the 

national time-space geography and elevates the development of regional economy. At present, HSR 

systems are quickly developing throughout China, but the research of impacts on the spatial 

economic are very little. Through international authoritative journal literature abroad, finding the 

influences of high-speed railway on reducing the travel time and increasing rail passenger ridership, 

the modal shares of railways in the transport market, competitive relationship with air and the 

improvement of accessibility. “Polarization effect” and “Diffusion effect” can cause the economic 

problems of the unbalance in regions. To discuss the theoretical framework that is fit for high-speed 

rail on the regional economic development with Chinese characteristics, to broad the research field 

and methods, and strengthen the empirical analysis, this paper could help taking advantage of the 

high-speed rail as a double-edged sword, to build the intermodal transport interchange system. 

Avoiding “polarization effect” that can cause to excessive centralization economic, which has very 

significant to realize regional economic coordinated development in China. 

Keywords: High-speed Rail; Spatial Economy; Impact; Review 

Citation: LIU L, ZHANG M. The impacts of high speed rail on regional and spatial economy 

abroad and the enlightenment to China[J]. Urban planning international, 2018(1): 95-100. DOI: 
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The Craft of “Doing Research” in Planning 

Elisabete A.Silva, Patsy Healey, Neil Harris, Pieter Van den Broeck 

Abstract: This paper focuses on “doing research” within the discipline of spatial and regional planning. 

There are some important differences of research methods in the planning field and other spatial 

disciplines. The paper addresses on followings: (1) the argument for focusing on research in the planning 
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discipline; (2) the specificities of doing research in spatial and regional planning; (3) intellectual 

traditions in planning and their impacts on research practices; (4) epistemological and ethical sensibility 

in planning research; (5) research in practice: the interaction between research and practice. 

Keywords: Planning Research Methods; Spatial and Regional Planning; Intellectual Traditions in 

Planning 

Citation: SILVA E A, HEALEY P, HARRIS N, et al. The craft of “doing research” in planning[J]. 

Urban planning international, 2018(1): 101-110,142. DOI: 10.22217/upi.2015.315. 

 

 

 

International Studies on the Interaction Between Urban Rail Transit and Land Use of Station 

Areas 

Wang Yajie 

Abstract: The discordance between urban rail transit and land use is highlighted with the rapid 

construction of rail transit in China. The related research is well needed. This article gives an 

overview on the international studies about the interaction between urban rail transit and land use 

of station areas. We found that urban rail transit could promote the land value which is influenced 

by the quality of station service, property types and income levels. Urban rail transit can shape land 

use by promoting land use intensity, gathering business and office facilities and relieving residents 

of city center when combined with appropriate policies and some public assistance. Density and 

accessibility, especially employment density and intermodalism are key factors to improve ridership. 

The diversity of land use has little influence on ridership but it can balance the distribution of transit 

ridership. In addition, foreign scholars put forward the TOD theory, the node place model and some 

other research about synergetic planning and evaluation. They accumulated rich experience and 

achievements in related field. In the future, we should strengthen the quantitative empirical research, 

the microscopic research of individual traffic behavior and diurnal pattern of transit ridership, and 

the localization research on high-density cities in Asia. 

Keywords: Urban Rail Transit; Station Area; Land Use; Interaction 
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Transportation Supply Efficiency in Polycentric and Mono-centric Region: A Comparative 

Study Based on Traffic Circle of Equal Travel Time 

Tang Jingxian 

Abstract: Faced with the dilemma of high population density, insufficient supply facilities, traffic 

congestion, environmental pollution and other “diseases”, polycentric regional policy is underlined 

repeatedly in planning practice. But the performance of polycentric region is still lack of scientific 

research. This paper explores the transportation supply efficiency by calculating traffic circles of 

equal travel time with Google and Baidu Distance Matrix API platform. By a comparison of 

Dortmund in Rhine Ruhr polycentric region, German capital city Berlin, Chinese capital city Beijing, 

We find that in polycentric region, transportation supply efficiency is much better than that in mono-

centric one, resulting in little traffic congestion. Public transport facility supply shows different 
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result due to public investment and spatial political fragmentation. After brief reason analysis from 

spatial structure perspective, some suggestions are put forward to improve the efficiency of traffic 

supply and optimize the spatial structure of metropolitan area in China. 

Keywords: Transport Performance; Traffic Circle; Rhein Ruhr; Metropolitan; Spatial Planning; 

Polycentric 
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Research on the Elevated Pedestrian System Influenced by Urban Institution in Central, Hong 

Kong 

Hu Yiran, Zhang Kaili, Zhou Xi 

Abstract: According to studies on the history of elevated pedestrian systems across Central of Hong 

Kong from the perspective of urban design, it is found that this efficient and orderly three-

dimensional network is not sourced from well-organized and top-down behaviors as a result of 

government planning, but started from fragmented and spontaneous market behaviors. Dating back 

to the three stages of development history in Central (1963-2003), it is set forth that this system is 

essentially sourced from the formal rules and informal forces. Eventually, it takes Sha Tin and the 

development of Central in the late ten years as examples and argues that without formal rules from 

government, there would not be any effective protection of public interests. 

Keywords: Hong Kong; Central; Elevated Pedestrian System; Private; Formal Rules; Informal 

Constrains; Sha Tin 
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Research on Internal Energy Construction Mechanism of Rural Communities: A Case Study 

on Longyan Lin Community, Taiwan 

Wan Chengwei 

Abstract: Based on the development history and experience of Taiwan community, an analysis 

framework for rural community vitality is put forward in the paper, into which a profound analysis 

is conducted from three aspects: industrial economic vitality, social culture vitality and physical 

environment vitality. Besides, the paper explores the successful experience in building Longyanlin 

communities in Taiwan and provides some implications for internal energy construction mechanism 

of rural communities in Chinese Mainland. 

Keywords: Rural Community; Internal Energy; Construction Mechanism; Sustainable 

Development; Longyan Lin Community of Taiwan 
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The Foreign Theories on Industrial Estate and Its Enlightenment for China 

Wang Jici, Zhu Kai 

Abstract: In this paper, the industrial estate is divided into traditional and modern types, which both 

have sub-categories. Also, this paper traces the policies of typical industrial estates and their major 

related theories including the theories of growth pole, innovation cluster, industrial eco-system and 

entrepreneurship. In the context of the foreign theories and the experiment of Chinese practice of 

industrial estate development, the paper forecasts the upgrading prospect of Chinese industrial 

estates in the developed and developing regions. 

Keywords: Industrial Estate; Theoretical Context; Development Practice 

Citation: WANG J, ZHU K. The foreign theories on industrial estate and its enlightenment for 

China[J]. Urban planning international, 2018(2): 1-7. DOI: 10.22217/upi.2017.600. 

 

 

 

Special Economic Zones and Industrialization: History, Recent Developments, and Future 

Challenges 

Thomas Farole 

Abstract: As a policy instrument, special economic zones (SEZs) have played significant roles in 

global economic growth and transformation over the last fifty years. This paper first compares SEZs 

in different institutional contexts including their definitions, objectives and forms as well as the 

different ways in which SEZs have been used as a policy instrument. Then, this paper reviews the 

evolution of SEZs during the global industrialization process and points out that current changes in 

trade and technology may herald the end of the effectiveness of traditional zone models. The paper 

concludes with the challenges that SEZs are facing or will face, including the compliance and 

upgrading of SEZs, integrating with domestic supply chains, integrating services with 

manufacturing and integrating SEZs with cities. 

Keywords: Special Economic Zones; Industrialization; Globalization; Industry-City Integration 
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Study on Interactive Features and Inherent Mechanisms Between Globalization and 

Development of China’s Development Zone 

Wang Xingping, Cui Gonghao, Gao Shuxin 

Abstract: This paper makes effort to shed light on the relevance between globalization and 

development zone, so as to figure out the driving force of globalization on development zone, and 

indicate the innovation of the system of development zone planning. Therefore, it discusses 

prospects of the role which development zone will play in the global industrial system with the new 

round of globalization. Study shows that the relationship between development of Chinese 

Development Zone and globalization has been so close that the export-oriented economic indicators, 

indicating the level of globalization, having high-positive correlation with overall development of 

development zone. Consequently, three aspects of interactive mechanisms and influence between 

the development of development zone and globalization have been argued. Furthermore, compared 
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with general urban planning, development zone planning has been innovated in many aspects in 

order to meet the demands of globalization and export-oriented economic development. Facing with 

the new round of globalization and Belt and Road Initiative, the model of Chinese Development 

Zone and the technology system of development zone planning, which are considered as new 

platforms by taking advantage of output and inherent conditions, are the impetus driving the 

development of a new round of global industrialization. 
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Study on the Development and Planning of International Cooperation Parks in China 

Bai Lulu, Xie Ya, Guan Chiming 

Abstract: China International Cooperation Park is the space carrier and an important platform of 

cooperation between China and foreign countries in industry and planning. This paper 

systematically reviews the development process of international cooperation parks in China, 

analyses their present development situation and the characteristics, and introduces three typical 

cases of park from three aspects: basic survey and industry development, planning characteristics, 

cooperation and management. In addition, this paper summarizes the feature and referential value 

of the planning of international cooperation park in China, reveals its development problems, and 

then puts forward some suggestions to promote healthy and stable development of the cooperation 

park in China. 
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Study on the Construction Modes of China’s Overseas Cooperation Industrial Parks Along 

the Belt and Road 

Shen Zhengping, Jian Xiaobin, Zhao Jie 

Abstract: Accelerating the construction of China’s overseas cooperation industrial parks along the 

Belt and Road provides a win-win platform for promoting the Belt and Road construction and 

international economic and trade cooperation, as well as the economic integration along the Belt 

and Road. Based on the organic combination of the theory of industrial parks and the practice of 

“going-out” strategy, the paper explains the concept and connotation of overseas cooperation 

industrial parks under the background of the Belt and Road. Furthermore, the construction status of 

overseas cooperation industrial parks along the Belt and Road is summarized from the perspectives 

of types and spatial distributions of the Parks. By conducting four case studies, including 

agricultural industrial park, processing industrial park, service industrial park, and comprehensive 

industrial park, the paper discusses background significance, overall objective, industry orientation, 
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dominant enterprise, operation mode, and comprehensive effect of the construction of overseas 

cooperation industrial parks. By comparing and analyzing the differences between overseas 

cooperation industrial parks and representative Sino-foreign cooperation industrial parks in China, 

as well as the obstacles in constructing overseas cooperation industrial parks, the paper proposes 

the following suggestions: strengthening bilateral government communication, improving the 

cooperation mechanism, formulating the industry planning, speeding up the facilities construction, 

fostering and bringing in talents. 
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Discussion of Impact of China’s ‘Industrial Park Mode’ on Ethiopian Economic Development: 

A Collaborative-park Perspective 

Xu Jiabo, Joachim Dieter, Wang Xingping 

Abstract: Inspired by rising labour cost in the wider world and the success of industrial parks in 

Asia, especially in China, more and more African countries began to review the important role of 

industrial parks in boosting the economic development of the whole country. Industrial parks, 

therefore, becomes propeller of industrialisation for many African countries. Among all the 

countries adopting such kind of strategies, Ethiopia is currently one of the most successful cases, 

where industrial parks have contributed to the rapid establishment of the national industrial system, 

created a large number of jobs and promoted the investment environment and overall economic 

development. The successful application of China’s Industrial Park Mode in Ethiopia, one of the 

demonstration countries of China’s production capacity cooperation programme, is inseparable 

from the positive cooperation between the two countries at both national and the park level. This 

cooperation includes the connection of national development strategies and Chinese participation in 

the implementation of Ethiopian industrial park development plan at national level as well as 

collaboration in infrastructure supply and operation at park level. The experience acquired in the 

cooperation between China and Ethiopia could be helpful for China when co-building other 

industrial parks in both Ethiopia and other African countries. 
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Beyond Tariffs and Infrastructure: the Importance of Ease of Business in Driving the Success 

of Africa’s Special Economic Zones 

Paul Collier, Michael Blake, Tewodros Gebrewolde, Priya Manwaring 

Abstract: In order to boost manufacturing and reduce reliance on primary commodities, many 
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African countries are looking towards Special Economic Zones. These zones can raise productivity 

by clustering firms, attracting foreign direct investment (FDI), and boosting exports. But to be 

successful, special economic zones (SEZs) depend on a helpful policy environment. The 

conventional focus of policy has been on infrastructure and tax incentives, but other reforms that 

make business easier can have a big impact while being cheap and simple. Without them, a SEZ 

would end up being an expensive ‘white elephant’. We show that (within ease of business policies) 

trade facilitation policies can be particularly valuable. 

Keywords: Special Economic Zones; Industrial Parks; Industrialisation; Ease of Business; Trade 

Facilitation 
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Flat City: Development Trend of World Cities Under the Influence of Digital Communication 

Technology Progress and Its Enlightenment to China 

Huang Jing, Patrick M.Condon 

Abstract: Different countries have different types of urbanization. There are “mature cities” that 

have grown during the first and second urbanization waves and “emerging cities” that are currently 

forming. These two types of cities’ form and function have been changed because of the 

development of Digital Communication Technologies and therefore, a new type of city development, 

one we might call the ‘flat city”, appears. “Flat city” is a city within which economic development 

and information freedom can be achieved anywhere. It helps to avoid the over extension of 

infrastructure and reduce per capita GHG. Meanwhile, the Chinese people’s lives are influenced by 

Digital Communication Technologies. Due to the development of flat city, urban structure 

transforms from once dominated by a “functional center” to one dominated by “comprehensive 

community clusters”; urban road function changes from “transportation priority” to “life priority”; 

and more small-scale city centers which are connected each other and complemented in functions 

are created. The concept of flat city is an important reference for the development of Chinese cities 

whose land and energy resource are under increasing strain. 
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Difference Between Chinese and Western Studies on Urban Networks and Its Reflection 

Li Yingcheng 

Abstract: From the perspectives of research scales, methods and focus, this paper analyzes the 

difference between Chinese and western studies on urban networks and proposes some future 

research agendas. By teasing out the developments of both Chinese and western studies on urban 

networks, this paper finds that whereas western studies focus more on world city networks and 
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polycentric urban regions, Chinese studies attach greater attention to national and regional urban 

networks. Inspired by the progress in studies on world city networks, Chinese studies have also 

explored some new types of intercity linkages and ways of analyzing urban networks. However, 

there is still room for Chinese studies on regional urban networks to learn from recent developments 

of western studies on polycentric urban regions in terms of research methods and focus. Future 

studies could emphasize the analysis of urban networks from different spatial scales, the mechanism 

behind network formation and evolution and the external economies of urban networks. 
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A Review of Employment Location Models in Mega-city Regions Abroad 

Yang Shuo, Yu Taofang 

Abstract: For a long time, the choices of the household location and the employment location in 

mega-city regions have been concentrated in the field of city planning and city economics all the 

time. In China, strengthening research for employment location choosing can promote progress of 

China’s urbanization process under the mixed effects of marketing economy growth, globalization, 

transport techniques, information techniques and etc. To this end, this paper summarizes current 

research on employment location models abroad. This paper is composed of four parts: the tendency 

of employment location models, the history of employment location models, the variables and 

theories in establishing models, and the enlightenment on China’s urban planning. 
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Analysis on the Governance Mechanism of the Multigenerational Housing Communities from 

the Perspective of Actor Network: A Case Study of Ledo Multigenerational Housing in 

Cologne, Germany 

Peng Yinong, Zhou Suhong 

Abstract: Aging has already become a global issue. How to improve service for elderly people is 

one of the most popular topics in local policy. The program of Multigenerational Housing is a 

German policy aimed at aging problems. It develops rapidly in recent years and receives positive 

social response. The governance mechanism of Multigenerational Housing is an important 

guarantee of its success. The article studies the case of Ledo Multigenerational Housing in City 

Cologne, Germany. Under actor-network perspective, the research works on actors, translation 

process and network of multigenerational housing, and tries to expose the system of community 

construction and operation. The research indicates that based on multigenerational residents, Ledo 

community takes measures in different aspects to make use of its active multigenerational culture 

and to avoid the risk of conflicting demands and cultural barriers. In the end, the article learns from 

the unique government model of multigenerational housing and comes up with some advices for the 
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construction of the aging society in China. 
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The Research on the Governance of Stock Construction Land in the Pearl River Delta Region 

Based on Corporatism: A Case Study of Panyu Distrcit, Guangzhou 

Guo Xu, Yan Yaqi, Tian Li 

Abstract: This paper analyzes the policies and practices of stock construction land redevelopment 

in the Pearl River Delta Region (PRD), explores the institutional arrangements and studies the 

implementation results. It is found that the transformation of spatial governance structure led to the 

change of stock construction land governance. This paper uses corporatism as a tool to develop the 

framework of policy analysis and studies the evolution of stock construction land governance in 

Panyu District, Guangzhou. During the process of institutional transformation characterized by 

decentralization, the roles that the government, market and society played in the spatial governance 

were always changing, from ‘state corporatism’ to ‘local corporatism’ and then ‘social corporatism’. 

In different phases, the feature of redevelopment policies and practices varied. The ones based on 

the state corporatism legalized the illegal construction land and abandoned the monopoly on the 

primary land market while the ones based on local corporatism allowed the government to play the 

leading role suppressing the market and social forces, but resulted in the slowdown of 

redevelopment. As the social forces rose, the real estate oriented redevelopment finally changed into 

the living environment-oriented one with the goal of comprehensive improvement. 

Keywords: Corporatism; Stock Construction Land; Spatial Governance; Institutional 

Transformation; ‘Three Old’ Redevelopment 
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Exploration of the Streamlined Urban Growth Boundary Method in Oregon and Its Potential 

Applications to China 

Ye Yumin, Rachel Tochen, Wang Chenyue 

Abstract: Control of urban sprawl, intensification of urban development, and smart growth all play 

an important task in promoting the new urbanization form. Urban development boundaries have 

become an important piece of policy to control urban sprawl, which has spread quickly throughout 

the country. In order to support China’s delineation of urban development boundaries, this paper 

focuses on introducing and evaluating Oregon’s latest streamlined urban growth boundary (UGB) 

method. The streamlined UGB method is based on scientific data, composed of a series of 
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standardized measures, regulated by rules in detail, and supported by the regulatory and social 

environments to ensure its implementation. The streamlined method reflects a coordinated approach 

to growth management, balance between supply and demand, and integration of permanent and 

elastic boundaries; these elements provide an opportunity for China to study and learn from to 

potentially apply to their urban growth boundary development and implementation. This paper puts 

forth aspects of the streamlined UGB method that can potentially apply to China’s case, such as: 

China should reacquaint the essence of UGB and use related tools flexibly; and to encourage public 

participation throughout the planning process; constructing the legal foundation for UGB, and 

perfect its supervision; consummating the policy system of UGB and promoting interdepartmental 

and intergovernmental cooperation; in the premise of getting rid of land finance path, we should 

take the analysis of land inventory cost into UGB consideration, to promote the event-driven model 

in the future UGB applications; the uniform technical standards and objective scientific information 

is the key and bond to realize the above target. 
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The Method of Measurement and Applications of Visible Green Index in Japan 

Xiao Xi, Wei Yikai, Li Min 

Abstract: Urban green evaluation index is one of the important criteria to measure the achievements 

of urban greening, which including 3 main important index: the ratio of green space, green coverage 

rate and per capita park area. In 1987, Yoji Aoki, a Japanese scholar put forward the concept of 

visible green index, which means the proportion of green in the perspective of people’s vision. Using 

this index can measure the relationship between the environment and the people lived there. In 2004, 

the Japanese government took the visible green index in the conventional indicators of urban green 

evaluation. This paper reviews the research done by Japanese scholars on the visible green index 

and summarizes the basic concepts and the application fields of visible green index, which includes: 

(1) as a residents’ psychological perception index of green quantity evaluation in high-density urban 

space, (2) as a basis of plant landscape optimization of urban space, and (3) as a compensation index 

of formulating urban spatial development policy. 
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The Reform and Practice of Urban Renewal Policies in the UK Since 2010  

Liu Xiaoyi, Yun Yingxia, Ren Lijian 

Abstract: Facing with the reality of national economic recession, the British coalition government 

reforms the original urban renewal policies to boost the economy since 2010. From the perspective 
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of policy and its practice, this paper expounds a series of new policy innovation initiatives taken on 

by the British coalition government in response to the unclear, unsustainable objectives and other 

challenges of the original urban renewal policies, such as Local Enterprise Partnerships and 

Enterprise Zones, City Deals, the Regional Growth Fund, the Neighbourhood Planning and other 

social welfare policies. Then, it analyses the effectiveness, issues and adjustments of these policies. 

The research on the reform and practice of British urban renewal policies can help to understand the 

latest development in the UK, and to provide references to the redevelopment planning in China. 
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A Review of Melbourne’s Urban Design for People in the Last 30 Years 

Wang Zhugen, Quentin Stevens, Li Xiaolei 

Abstract: Design for people is an essential urban design concept for supporting the construction of 

a livable city in Melbourne and it has played a significant role both in promoting urban space 

development and facilitating Melbourne’s urban vitality. In this paper, the theoretical and practical 

values of urban design for people are interpreted and three distinct stages are identified in the 

historical development of Melbourne’s research and design practice since 1985. The paper then 

reviews the background and research achievements of each stage. Based on the above-mentioned 

study, four principles for practice the concept of urban design for people are proposed in the end 

part of the paper. 
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Promoting the Construction of Sponge City by Developing Green Streets: Learning from the 

Experience of the United States 

Huang Xinru, Song Yan, Chen Yanping 

Abstract: Green street is an important practical engineering of development storm water 

management proposed by the United States. After decades of practice and promotion, green street 

is currently recognized as one the most advanced means to improve the local street’s rainstorm 

flooding problem as well as creating more green space. Based on analysis of practice of green streets 

in the United States, the article summarizes three sets of experience: construction technology, 

measures of implementation, and multilateral collaboration in constructing green streets. We 

provide recommendations on how China should learn from the advanced experience of the United 

States that could promote the construction of sponge city by developing green streets. 
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The Significance of Roadside Stations in Japan and Its Implications for Rural Revitalization 

of China 

Chen Lin, Liu Yungang 

Abstract: The establishment of roadside stations was playing a crucial role in revitalizing rural 

Japan. This paper aims to analyze the process of roadside stations’ construction and its mechanism 

and meaning for the rural revitalization of Japan, and then discusses the key experiences for 

promoting the urban-rural coordination and rural revitalization of China. With the promotion of 

rural-urban exchange, there is a great increase of roadside stations distributed all over the Japan. 

The roadside stations play as a platform, to promote the collaboration among agriculture, 

manufacturing and services within the region. It is considered as a useful way to combine the 

different types of capital, and help to build the new local brand for attracting more urban consumers 

into rural areas. They also play as a window to promote the formation of collaboration networks 

between local famers, enterprises, organizations, government and so on. The network helps to 

absorb the financial resources, human resources, management know-how, information flows and so 

on from urban areas more than past. It is apparent that the establishment of roadside stations actually 

alleviates the life problems, and facilitates the capacity building in the restructuring process of rural 

areas. As stated above, we can indicate that the establishment of roadside stations in rural Japan is 

a valuable experience for China to regenerate its rural areas. 
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Chengdu Urban Rural Integration Exploration and Lessons: Book Review of Coordinating 

Urban and Rural Development in China Learning from Chengdu 

Zhou Jiangping, Han Tao 

Abstract: For most developing countries, urban-rural integration is a major issue of commonality 

that have to face and solve on their way to prosperity, democracy and sustainable development, 

including how to deal with urban-rural disparities, urban-rural development, farmers, agriculture, 

migrant workers (or new migrants in cities or industry), urbanisation and so on. The great 

achievements of China’s Reform and Opening up over the past 30 years are solving these problems 

to a large extent. At the same time, China has forged its own new path, which it can be proud and 

the world can applaud. How can we as scholars sum up this new path? What can this new path 

provide to international readers outside of China? How can these insights be transformed into theory 

and knowledge that can be understood and benefited by the greatest number of people? This article 

recommends "Coordinating Urban and Rural Development in China Learning from Chengdu", co-

authored by Professor Ye Yumin of Renmin University of China and Professor Richard LeGates of 

San Francisco State University, USA. The reasons of recommendation of Learning from Chengdu 

include: the selection of cases, structure and writing style; the core content of the book; and new 

perspectives or material presented or used in the book. 
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Practice and Implication of Green Infrastructure and Urban Stormwater Management in the US 

Hu Hong 

Abstract: Urbanisation and industrialisation have led to the fragmentation, fragmentation and hardening 

of the natural urban ecosystem by impervious surfaces, resulting in cities plagued by varying degrees of 

rainwater overflow and water pollution. Green infrastructure mimics natural ecosystems to absorb, slow 

and filter rainwater. Studies have confirmed that green infrastructure helps improve urban water quality, 

enhances public health services and quality of life, provides economic benefits, promotes community 

value and is an important element in building healthy cities. In the USA, there are currently 772 cities 

that have adopted a combined stormwater and sewage drainage model. China has a late start in integrated 

stormwater management methods and practices, with operational results to be tested and corresponding 

planning strategies and governance methods still to be improved. This album selects the hot topics at the 

forefront of stormwater management in the USA and representative cities on the East and West Coasts. 

It examines the approaches and development prospects of intelligent stormwater management; describes 

the implementation and evaluation methods and effectiveness of low-impact development; summarises 

city-scale stormwater governance strategies; examines the path of community revitalisation based on 

green infrastructure; summarises the impact of water quality and quantity on green infrastructure and 

portfolio layout strategies; and finally explains the green infrastructure perspective. The theory and 

practice of river ecological restoration under.  
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Current Instruments and Future Development of Intelligent Stormwater Management in the US 

Meng Ting 

Abstract: With a broad attention on stormwater management and the rapid development of 

intelligent technology, intelligent stormwater management provides opportunities to governments 

at all levels to integrate the real-time control in stormwater management. By installing sensors and 

controls on stormwater infrastructure with connection to a central management system, intelligent 

stormwater management fulfills an entire process of collection, analysis, control, operation and 

adjustment in the system. It improves infrastructure capability, enhances auto-operation and 

flexibility, saves long-run labor and maintenance cost, and increases the efficiency of stormwater 

management. Based on the demonstration of background and key concepts, this paper investigates 

the current status, implementing opportunities, potential barriers, and promotion channels of 

intelligent stormwater management in the US. It provides insightful experience and lessons on how 

to use intelligent stormwater management in China. 

Keywords: Intelligent Sensoring; Intelligent Control; Stormwater Infrastructure 
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Implementation of Low Impact Development in Orange County, California: Challenges and 

Solutions in Implementation and Assessment of Progress 

Chris Crompton, Peng Jian, Daniel Apt, Mark Grey 

Abstract: This paper discusses Orange County’s transition from a conventional urban development 

approach that resulted in significant damages to natural stream morphology, habitat, and water 

quality to a more balanced approach that attempts to balance predevelopment and post-development 

hydrology to protect these resources. It then summarizes the framework and innovative approaches 

being undertaken to implement and assess the Low Impact Development (LID) in Orange County. 

Participating in the regional study to understand the effectiveness of LID, Orange County has 

developed guidance documents and created a systematic framework to assess the LID performance. 

These are aimed to standardize the LID approaches and develop alternative compliance program 

through water quality credit trading in the LID-restricted areas. Through two case studies, Glassell 

Campus Stormwater LID Retrofit Project and Legacy Campus Water Quality Credit Trading 

Program, we find out key factors to the success of LID implementation include: the site survey, 

modeling, and monitoring prior to the project design; the post-project standard monitoring and data 

sharing; and the flexible water quality credit trading system. China can potentially learn from 

Orange County’s experiences for its implementation and assessment of LID. 
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Urban Stormwater Governance Based on Green Infrastructure: A Case Study of Philadelphia 

Hu Hong 

Abstract: The new generation of urban stormwater governance is beyond the engineering 

perspective of green infrastructure installation. It is a complex and dynamic process of involving 

multiple stakeholders in the loop of decision-making, implementation, evaluation and feedback. 

This paper analyzes the main modes of urban stormwater governance in the US. It reviews the 

implementation of the “Green City, Clean Water” program designed by the City of Philadelphia, 

which characterized as parcel-based stormwater management at city scale. Stormwater governance 

in Philadelphia is a top-down governance process led by the Water Department. It emphasizes the 

combination of green and grey infrastructure. After establishing the overall objectives, it 

systematically decomposed these into several phases and land uses during implementation to ensure 

feasibility. Learning from the case of Philadelphia, this paper proposes that the cross-sectoral and 

multi-scale coordination should be established for China’s urban stormwater governance, and the 

goals of stormwater management need to be integrated into the urban planning regime. 

Environmental justice, open data and visualization, as well as cost control are also important to be 

addressed. 

Keywords: Green Infrastructure; Stormwater Governance; Participation of Multiple Stakeholders; 
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Revitalizing Urban Neighborhoods by Adopting Green Infrastructure: The Case of 

Washington DC 

Theodore Chao Lim 

Abstract: The concept of Green Infrastructure, or using the natural processes of evapotranspiration 

and infiltration to manage stormwater runoff close to where rain falls is a popular concept among 

urbanists. In addition to providing the ecosystem services of flood management, the concept of 

Green Infrastructure realizes other goals of increasing urban livability, through mitigating urban 

heat island effect, providing community amenity, purifying air, and even reducing crime. At the 

same time, Green Infrastructure has been shown to be primarily driven by federal-level stormwater 

management regulations to make expensive improvements to aging infrastructure. Green 

Infrastructure is one way that cities may achieve this goal more efficiently. This paper traces the 

history of stormwater infrastructure regulation and urban sustainability in the US and explains how 

this national context influenced local policy in Washington DC neighborhoods. In addition to the 

popular narrative that Green Infrastructure can spur neighborhood revitalization, this paper 

identifies the market-driven urban processes that determine Green Infrastructure locations in 

revitalizing neighborhoods. Using an overlay analysis of these factors—centrally-driven planning 

processes, distributed voluntary participation and distributed development patterns, this paper 

shows how different neighborhoods throughout the District are likely to have different distributions 

of Green Infrastructure adoption rates, with areas experiencing high re-investment showing the 

highest levels of probably Green Infrastructure adoption. 
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Review of Water Quality and Quantity Performance and Planning Layout of Green 

Infrastructure Under Complex Built Environment in Urban Areas 

Liu Jiayu 

Abstract: This paper compares the built environment, water quality and quantity performance of 

typical green infrastructures in the US, and reviews case studies of city-scale green infrastructure 

projects in New York City and Philadelphia to propose following suggestions for green 

infrastructure built in urban areas in China. (1) Combine the green infrastructure project with gray 

infrastructure retrofit plan. Select types and layouts of green infrastructure based on the local 

situation. Impel the right of way green infrastructure development. (2) Implement green 

infrastructure on both public and private lands. (3) Make maintenance manuals of green 

infrastructure, and maintain the green infrastructure both periodically and as needed. (4) Monitor 

long-term water quality and quantity data, start to build national-wide database for stormwater 

management. 
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Theories and Practices of Urban River Restoration in the Perspective of Green Infrastructure: 

The Case of Seattle 

Li Ya 

Abstract: Urbanization leads to canalization and ecosystem degradation of urban rivers. Ecological 

restoration would reestablish urban river dynamics, thus improve river ecosystem function and 

urban watershed health. This paper summarizes the definition and methods of urban river restoration. 

Through case study of several restoration projects in Seattle, it explores the integration of the 

restoration design with urban functions and stormwater management and assessed their outcomes 

and values. Some findings are highlighted. River restorations promote urban watershed connectivity 

and work as potential links and nodes of the green infrastructure network. The small cumulative 

restorations under urban constraints provide opportunities for urban sustainable development and 

community revitalization. Stakeholder’s participation and collaboration are key to the advance of 

restoration. Assessing restoration should consider multiple objectives and values. These lessons are 

valuable to the current ecological restoration and urban enhancement projects in China, promoting 

sustainable urban transformation. 
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A Framework for “City Prosperity Index”: Linking Indicators, Analysis and Policy 

Cecilia Wong 

Abstract: This paper argues for a more robust and flexible framework to develop the “City 

Prosperity Index” (CPI), which aims to connect indicators and analytical intelligence with the policy 

needs of urban planners and government strategists. The adoption of a more progressive and 

balanced agenda of ‘people-centred’ urban prosperity in the UNHabitat’s newly developed CPI has 

already led to a more holistic approach to integrating productivity, infrastructure, quality of life, 

equity and social inclusion, and environmental sustainability into a coherent framework. Building 

on this international agenda, there is still scope to critically revise and improve the conceptual and 

methodological framework of the CPI, probably in an incremental manner, to make it a more tailored 

policy instrument that can truly address the different sets of challenges faced by cities in different 

regions under different socio-spatial contexts to achieve sustainable prosperity. 
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Foreign Researches About the Influence of Urban Form on Residential Energy Consumption 

and Its Enlightenment to China 

Wu Wei, Song Yan, Hong Zaisheng, Lu Yihua 

Abstract: It is an effective way to construct low-carbon city by determining the influence factors 

of residential energy consumption and improving the efficiency of energy consumption. As an 

important factor of affecting the residential energy consumption, urban form has been studied in 

many aspects by foreign scholars. Based on the existing research results, this paper first summarizes 

the influence mechanism of urban form on residential energy consumption. Then, it introduces the 

influence of different urban form factors on residential energy consumption, the urban form factors 

includes: housing form, planting, surface coverage, density and community layout. Finally, this 

paper puts forward the enlightenment to China from two aspects: future research and planning 

suggestion. 
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State-of-the-art of Australian Bushfire Risk Researches and Its Enlightenment 

Zou Zhichong, Leng Hong 

Abstract: Natural disasters originally belong to the ecosystem, which usually bring losses due to 

their inevitable conflicts with urban systems. Adaptive urban planning is based on essential 

understanding of disaster principles. Adaptive plans can reduce disasters risk and protect lives, 

properties and livelihoods by avoiding or diminishing the conflicts between natural disasters and 

urban systems. Australian bushfires are unique in their special characteristics of occurrence, 

propagation and interactivities with human systems. Relative researches on bushfires and related 

disciplines provide a necessary theoretical foundation for Australian bushfire adaptive urban 

planning studies. This paper introduces the state-of-the-art of researches on Australian bushfire laws, 

urban bushfire risk, and community bushfire vulnerability. The present Australian Capital Territory 

Bushfire Adaptive plans and the settings of bushfire prone zones, fire management zones and 

bushfire abatement zones in specific spatial plans are briefly introduced. Multidisciplinary 

development of Australian bushfire science benefits its adaptive urban planning to bushfires, which 

is significantly a positive learning example to promote urban planning in China.  
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“City of Cities” from an Ecological Point of View: Thinking from Structure Plan of “Seven 

Cities of Bologna” 

Zhu Jingyi 

Abstract: Contemporary cities are marked by the tendency to diffuse and develop a great level of 

diversity. This trend of fragmentation results, on one hand, from the inherent geographical and 

environment al features, and on the other hand, from the complex and unbalanced flows of diverse 

population. The city is evolving into “City of Cities”, and new planning tools are needed to deal 

with the new challenge. The paper starts from the concept of “ecology” put forward by Reyner 

Banham and discusses the “ecological” planning within “city of cities” by the case study of the 

urban structural plan of Bologna. The paper argues that by adopting the “ecology” perspective, the 

inherent characteristics can be better understood. At the same time, a structural understanding of the 

city’s present and future development can be achieved, which in turn gives the city the opportunity 

to better develop in view of the growing urban complexity and differentiation. 
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Towards Resilience: The Research on Resilient Delta Urban Planning from International 

Perspective 

Dai Wei, Sun Yimin, Han Meyer, Taneha Kuzniecow Bacchin 

Abstract: Firstly, the concepts of resilience planning and design in delta cities are analyzed from 

the aspects of research studies, management methods and spatial strategies. Secondly, valuable cases 

of successful resilience planning and design applications from the United States and the Netherland 

are discussed. Thirdly, some proposes including basic principles and steps of resilience planning 

and design are put forwarded. Fourthly, some expectations and concerns of further research and 

practices in Chinese context are proposed. 
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Study on the Methods, Background and Characteristics of Evolution of Public Open Space 

Planning in the US 

Du Yi, Jin Yunfeng 

Abstract: The promotion of urban recreation function is one of the research contents of urban 

renewal. As a main carrier of urban recreation function, public open space should emphasizes how 

its planning guides the healthy development of urban living space. First of all, the concepts of public 

open space and planning in China and the United States are elaborated. By taking the United States 

as an example, the history and representative methods of public open space are summarized. After 
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that, the background and ideas of planning evolution are analyzed respectively from four aspects, 

including the application of demographic data, development under the overall planning framework, 

recreation research support and the combination with the spatial analysis technology. At the 

meantime, the “bottom control” and “refined” features are discussed from planning applications, 

planning content and planning data. Lastly, from the value, index and method, reflection and 

enlightenment for public open space and the planning in China were concluded. 
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Reshaping the Publicity of Block Streets: The Conception, Practices and Inspirations of 

Barcelona’ Superblocks Planning 

Liao Kaihuai, Cai Yunnan 

Abstract: Barcelona has a long history of public space renewal in neighborhoods. In recent years, 

there has been a planning innovation which named superblocks planning. The plan aims to revive the 

block streets and advocates the return of the streets back to the pedestrians. This paper introduces the 

background of Barcelona’s superblocks planning, and explores the innovative conception of the 

superblocks planning, following with the discussion of the differences of conception among 

superblocks, traditional blocks and gated communities. It also elaborates the contents and 

implementation mechanism of the superblocks planning in Barcelona. The purpose of this paper is to 

provide useful inspiration for the promotion of residential blocks and the planning of blocks in China. 
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A Study on Types and Features of City Intelligent Planning Technique 

Gan Wei 

Abstract: With the development of smart city in China, the intelligentization process occurs in 

various fields. In the area of urban planning, one method called city intelligent planning has being 

proposed in recent years. This paper initially studies the concept of city intelligent planning, and 

defines it as a process of rational analysis and scientific decision-making based on multiple urban 

models. Furthermore, the author raises four types of city intelligent technologies, include Computer 

Aided Design, Urban Evaluation, Urban Procedural Design Model and Urban Responsive Model. 

This paper compiles the representative research on urban intelligent planning in different types, and 

promoted five key features of these technics. In the end, the author introduces one platform named 

City Intelligent Model (CIM) as the basement to realize city intelligent planning by loading dynamic 

urban models. This technic platform in the future should present as an organic combination of the 

three-dimensional urban space and dynamic information to integrate urban geographical big data 
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and support intelligent decision of urban planning. 
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Research Process in Solar City Planning in Europe 

Lu Ming, Fu Jingwan, Du Jiangtao 

Abstract: The research of the integration of solar energy and buildings in China has been well 

developed. However, the utilization of solar energy on the urban scale has just started. This study 

presents the research methods and tools of European solar cities based on the solar city design 

framework, including urban analysis and modeling, solar potential estimation, solar energy 

promotion and the protection of urban context, and the application of solar map. Furthermore, the 

future research of solar city should pay attention to the urban context, the implementation and the 

educational propaganda. The European experience may provide references on the theoretical study, 

planning methods, design tools and policy systems for China to build local solar cities. 

Keywords: Solar Energy Utilization; Solar Urban Planning and Design; Solar Map; European 
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Modern Deduction of Traditional Farmland: The Construction Strategy of Randstad Rural 

Area in the Netherlands 

Wang Ning 

Abstract: Under the background of leisure economy and consumption in China, the ecological and 

economic value of rural areas around the big cities has drawn more and more attention. The 

discussion on the way of protection and construction of rural areas in suburban areas is also 

increasing. As a typical model of the open agglomeration, the construction strategy of the Randstad 

has a strong demonstration and reference significance for the contemporary village. This paper 

reviews the current features and construction strategies of the Randstad rural area, from the three 

aspects of landscape construction, protection method and functional organization. The author puts 

forward the following conclusions. First, after the agricultural modernization, the Randstad 

farmland landscape gradually returned to traditional and simple construction. Second, although the 

Randstad agglomeration faced with different problems in different historical periods, the protection 

of regional structural green space has been maintained. Third, the Randstad rural leisure function 

has been constantly strengthened and improved, and it is supported by multi-layer space system and 

slow traffic network. The purpose of this paper is to explore international successful experience and 

provide useful reference for similar areas in China. 
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Urban Planning in British Colonial Africa: The Port City Lagos, 1851-1960 

Wang Jianzhu 

Abstract: There is little existing Chinese literature on urban planning policies of colonial cities in 

sub-Saharan Africa. The ongoing efforts to promote development on the continent are unlikely to 

succeed without an adequate understanding of colonial spatial policies. These policies, or some 

slightly modified version thereof, continue to guide spatial development projects in Africa. The 

paper examines the urban planning in Lagos, the chief British colonial port in West Africa from the 

establishment of the colony in the middle of 19th century up to the independence of Nigeria in 1960. 

It traces the relationships between the concepts and practices of town planning and the colonial 

doctrines and policies. The paper also analyses the historical and philosophical foundations of the 

colonial policies with the contemporary European colonial ideology and doctrines settings. 
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The Transformation and Spatial Reconstruction of Shoreline Utilization in Coastal City: The 

Case of Barcelona 

Cheng Peng 

Abstract: Based on the evolution of the spatial relation of the port and the city, this paper reviews 

the three stages of the development of Barcelona coast, then analyzes the elements of Barcelona 

coastal shoreline and the spatial development pattern, including shoreline utilization and function 

pattern, public facilities and open space, traffic system, landscape system and shoreline design. On 

one hand, interpreting the development process can help us understand the utilization stage 

characteristics of the coastal shoreline; on the other hand, interpreting the elements and patterns of 

spatial development is very instructive for us to carry out evaluation of the planning and 

implementation of waterfront area shape of local identity. 
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The Green Strategy of Old City Drainage System Reconstruction: A Case of New York City, 

the US 

Wang Sisi, Li Chang, Li Haiyan, Yuan Donghai 

Abstract: Currently, China is fully promoting the construction of sponge city, which encounters 

many problems in old cities especially. By introducing the plan, implementing process, monitoring 
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evaluation and cost-effectiveness of green infrastructure renovation in New York City, the US, this 

paper elaborates the challenges and solutions in the process of construction in detail, supplying 

advice for the optimization of strategy, objective and development scheme of sponge city 

construction in Chinese old cities. 
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Experience, Law and Knowledge: The Task of Research on International Planning History in 

the New Era 

Luo Zhendong 

Abstract: The research on international planning history should serve the demands of the 

development of urban planning theory and practice in the new era. On one hand, to anticipate the 

possible trends of Chinese cities and planning institution, based on the research of the interactive 

evolution mechanism and law between urban development and planning discipline. On the other 

hand, to discover the universal truth of urban planning based on the global comparing and analysis. 

Then to realize the globalization of Chinese knowledge by sinicization of planning knowledge. As 

the most developed country, the USA has experienced the whole urbanization course. So, the 

challenges, problems and the coping mechanism of planning and public policy in different 

urbanization periods of the USA are valuable for the planning transformation in China, and also the 

key points of international planning history research. 
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Changing and Sustaining: The Evolution of Land Use Planning in the USA Since World War Ⅱ 

Luo Zhendong, Song Yan 

Abstract: As the comprehensive urban planning in the USA, land use planning was gradually 

improved and came into be a Hybrid Plan which integrates design, policy and management since 

World War II. In the past 70 years, there are different kinds of development in the constituent parts 

of land use planning. Dramatic changes appeared in the part of planning theory, and gradual 

improvement continued emerging in the part of planning methodology, but none basic adjustment 

has happened in the part of planning support system. In the 21st century, the importance of 

sustainable development increasingly arises, coupled with the aggravation of global climate change, 

financial crisis and terrorism, then some new trends come to emerge in the field of land use planning. 

The concepts of resilience, systems thinking, community engagement, equity, implementation and 

adaptation begin to be the targets which land use planning pursuits. Therefore, this research intends 

to give some implications to the transformation of urban planning in China, based on the revisiting 

to the evolution of land use planning in the USA. 
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The Pragmatic Evolution of Urban Planning from Concept to Act: Eco-city Example 

Zhang Wenbo, Song Yan, Deng Ling, Tian Min 

Abstract: Since 1970s, Eco-cities have experienced the evolution process from concept to 

evaluation system to action, which is also the epitome of the pragmatic evolution of American urban 

planning. The paper takes eco-city as an example to study the evolution of urban planning in the 
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USA. Eco-cities have experienced four stages: concept exploration, goal setting, evaluation, perfect 

and pragmatic promotion. Now the concept of eco-city in the USA has also produced new features 

and trends: the objective is more focused on ecological transformation, innovation, social 

communication and affordable housing; the action is more targeted and systematic, and encourages 

more diverse groups to participate. Learning from these experiences is conducive to promoting 

China's eco-city construction. By summarizing the rules of pragmatic evolution of eco-city and 

following the development trend, the cities in China will achieve the goal of sustainable 

development. 
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The Evolution and the Features of Urban Renewal Policy Instruments in the USA Since the 

1950s 

Yao Zhihao, Zeng Haiying 

Abstract: Urban renewal in the USA derived from slum clearance movement in the early 20th 

century under the background of urban sprawl and inner city blight, and had shifted its target from 

slum clearance and blight area elimination to economy revitalization, and has been a kind of 

comprehensive public policy in the field of urban governance since 1950s. During the institutional 

transition of marketization and decentralization, ideology change of urban renewal promotes the 

establishment and replacement of policy tools. Renewal policy instruments try to response the 

demands of local economic development and try to protect private property right and social justice, 

however, confronts policy objective deviation under the marketization operation. Urban renewal in 

China is in short of supply of continuous and systematic policy instruments, subject to the traditional 

material planning paradigm and power division of urban construction and management, resulting in 

the failure of implementation of ideal spatial scheme. This paper aims to explore the regularity 

elements behind the evolution of urban renewal policy instruments from the perspective of tax and 

financing, land use regulation and development management and provides learning experience and 

enlightenment to urban renewal practice in contemporary China. 
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From “Permanent Cleanup” to “Area-wide Planning”: Evolution of American Brownfield 

Governance Strategy and Its Enlightenment to China 

Gao Jie, Liu Chang, Chen Tian 

Abstract: This paper examines changes in US brownfield policies and programs, and analyzes their 
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periodic characteristics since the Superfund program was introduced in 1980. Data is gathered from 

the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s web-based documents and related literature. 

Three periods are identified: environmental protection, remediation and reuse, and comprehensive 

planning. The transition from “Permanent Cleanup” to “Area-wide Planning” is gradually realized, 

which effectively coordinates the ecological benefits from sustainable development with the 

economic and social benefits from land redevelopment. Changes in the rights of federal and state 

government as well as the transition from a punitive regulatory framework to a cooperation 

regulatory framework are two main features. Changes in the role of American public administration, 

upgrading of connotation of brownfield and refinement of governance policy are proved to be key 

factors to contribute the transition. The risk-based governance and overall-balanced liability 

recognition mechanisms, the multiple sustainable financing mechanisms with fairness in 

consideration, and the public interest statement platform to be implemented can provide the 

referential experience and ideology for brownfield governance in China. 
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The Enlightenment of Smart Code for Urban Design Guidelines in China 

Hou Xin, Wang Xuan, Ding Guosheng 

Abstract: The ref lection for zoning and urban sprawl help expanding urban form control methods 

in the USA. Smart Code is one of the important achievements in it. It is based on Smart Growth and 

New Urbanism, and also a new management tool for urban development and form control method. 

The article introduces the background, definition and characteristics of Smart Code. Then it analyzes 

the present situation and the insufficiency of urban design guideline in China. And aiming at the 

shortcomings of the urban design guideline of three aspects, it proposes the three key references. At 

the end of the article, it points out that the Smart Code is based on the present situation of American 

society, which needs to be modified according to China’s national conditions. 
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From New Urbanism to Form-based Code – Lessons Learnt from the US Experience of Block 

Shape Control Concepts and Tools 

Zhang Zhengtao, Song Yan, Ding Guosheng, Li Zhiming 

Abstract: Urban sprawl is a challenge faced by the planning field in the US. To confront with a 

range of issues associated with sprawling urban form brought by urban sprawl, planners in the US 

have retreated to design tools of the physical environment and initiated concepts such as new 

urbanism, smart codes, and form-based codes, which is the tool to shape urban form at the site level. 
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The article first describes the evolving trend of urban form tools, illustrates in detail the form-based 

codes, and lastly, provides policy suggestions to urban form tool in China from three perspectives 

including concepts, implementation and the development of the planning field. 
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A Review of Planetary Urbanization Studies in the Earlier 21st Century 

Qiu Yingzhi, Li Zhigang 

Abstract: The beginning of the 21st century has witnessed dramatic reconstruction of space, and 

the most significant one is the rapid expansion of urban agglomeration areas. The urban has taken 

the planetary form in social, economic, political and urban environmental aspects, broken the long-

standing geographic segmentation or division (city and rural, global south and global north, social 

and natural). However, traditional urban theories have limited explanatory power for emerging 

urban landscape. Recent urban studies pay high attentions to “planetary urbanization” to re-

conceptualize urban theories per se. In this vein, this paper reviews recent progress in the study of 

planetary urbanization in earlier 21st century, including the new situation of planetary urbanization, 

new theories under planetary urbanization and theses on the reconceptualization of urban theories. 

Against the context of theorizing and practicing new urbanization construction in China, this paper 

also contributes to the literature of the development of urban theory in China. 
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“Occupy London”: Property Rights and the Politics of “Publicness” 

Liu Chaoqun 

Abstract: This paper focuses on the conflicts in land ownership and politics around “publicness” 

that Occupy London reflects. With the data obtained from participant observation and interviews, 

combined with the records of the case of City of London-v-Samede and others, land transaction and 

archives, this paper argues that, it is the exclusive rights of private property and governmental power 

of the Corporation of the City of London that resulted in the injunction preventing the protesters 

entering into Paternoster Square and the eviction of them from the St. Pauls Camp. The organisation 

and practice of the Occupy camp reveals an alternative possibility of the city “publicness”, which 

is different from the one that the authority claims. The analysis on the Occupy London can help 

understand English landownership system and the planning power and compulsory purchase power 

of the state. It also promotes the thinking about the dilemma of public space, which in turn facilitates 

the discussion in Chinese context. 
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Built Environment Factors Affecting Urban Biodiversity and Planning Optimization Approaches 

Gan Jing 

Abstract: Urban biodiversity is a key indicator to assess urban ecosystem services, which is of great 

significance to maintain ecological security and balance of urban system as well as to improve the 

urban settlement. The current eco-city development in China is centered by the human-oriented built 

environment focusing on low carbon transportation, energy saving and green building, while fewer 

researches and practices have been carried out in the field of urban biological habitat system and its 

relationship with built environment. From the perspective of urban spatial planning and design, this 

paper reviews relevant literatures on the relationship between urban built environment and urban 

biodiversity, analyzes the characteristics of urban flora and fauna, summarizes biological substrate 

elements and artificial interference elements as two dimensions of built environment factors 

affecting urban biodiversity and their influencing mechanisms. In order to improve the biological 

substrate quality as well as to mitigate the disturbance by manmade environment, four aspects of 

key built environment optimization indicators are elaborated: ecological land, vegetation, building 

intensity and human activities, with a view to provide basis for planning and design to conserve and 

enhance urban biodiversity. 
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Review of Overseas Studies on Subjective Well-being During Travel and Implications for 

Future Research in China 

Zhu Jing, Fan Yingling 

Abstract: Existing studies have shown that increased subjective well-being comes with many 

individual and societal benefits. Transportation plays an important role in our daily lives and people 

spend significant amount of time per day on trips. People’s subjective well-being during travel is a 

critical component of people’s overall subjective well-being. Although people in large Chinese cities 

have increasingly experienced longer trips, theoretical and empirical research on subjective well-

being during travel is very limited in the context of Chinese cities. This study reviews and 

summarizes oversea studies on subjective well-being during travel. First, we introduce the 

distinction between the cognitive (i.e. satisfaction) and affective (i.e. emotion) aspects of subjective 

well-being during travel. Second, we summarize the commonly used well-being measurement scales 

in oversea studies that measure subjective well-being during travel, including Satisfaction with 

Travel Scale, Swedish Core Affect Scale, and Affect Balance Scale. We further summarize existing 

methods that calculate an index score out of scales measuring emotional aspects of well-being, 

including the U-Index, Net Affect, and Difmax Index methods. Third, we review empirical findings 

on the connections between travel behavior characteristics and subjective well-being during travel 
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from both domestic and oversea studies. Finally, the gaps between the domestic and oversea 

literature on the subject are discussed for proposing future research directions in China. 
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Emotions 
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Research on Urban Disaster Analysis Based on the Big Data Mining of Social Media: Case 

Study of Hurricane Sandy in New York 

Wang Sen, Xiao Yu, Huang Qunying, Zhang Chun 

Abstract: Social media data are attracting an increasing number of attention for their high 

accessibility and effectiveness on indicating urban disasters. Studies and appliances about social 

media data are focusing on situational awareness and coding, disaster response and relief, damage 

assessment, etc. Hurricane Sandy, happened in 2012, becomes the second largest cyclone to hit the 

USA since 1900, which caused catastrophic damage to many areas especially New York City. Based 

on Twitter and concerning database, the research outlines the temporal and spatial characters of the 

information by coding schema development, tweet classification and spatial web portal analysis. 

The logit regression model in the study examines the explanatory power for varying demographic 

and socioeconomic variables. Miscalculation and error of using big data to reflect real situation are 

discussed within the scope of mass, material, access, and motivation (MMAM). Result shows that 

there is statistical significance between tweet number and population as well as landmarks. 

Demographic factors like education level, age, sex also influence tweet number. This study 

contributes to previous studies by profiling hurricane Sandy's impacts using big data mining and 

analyzing. 
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The Urban Community Governance Modes in the USA, the UK, and Japan: A Comparative 

Perspective 

Bian Fang, Lyu Bin 

Abstract: Community is a critical spatial unit of the urban nexus, and has always been the key issue 

within urban policy-making process. This paper aims to investigate the developmental trajectories 

of community governance in the United State, the United Kingdom, and Japan so to shed lights on 

the community building in contemporary urban China. By examining the similarities and differences 

of the contexts, objectives, the key players as well as the organizational arrangements of the different 

modes in the three countries, the particularities of each community governance modes could be 

further identified. More specifically, the rising of the third-party has been the great engine behind 
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the community governance development in the US; community governance in the UK is rather 

policy-driven; whereas the community governance in Japan substantially relies on its mature 

community autonomy. Additionally, numerous similarities also manifest, such as the relatively 

detached government-community relationships, the intensive interactions between the public and 

private sectors, enhancements of citizen’s involvement as well as the consecutive financial and 

policy inputs. Considering the phase of China’s urban community development, this paper argues 

that the adoption of foreign modes need adaptations. The relationships between government and 

community, the degree of engagement of the third party, as well as the self-governance capacity 

shall be tackled comprehensively. Furthermore, local communities should develop suitable 

governance modes based on their objective demands simultaneously. 
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International Experiences of Tools and Approaches for Assessment of Walkability 

Liu Lianlian, Wei Wen 

Abstract: Walkability reflects the degree of pedestrian friendliness of built environment. A 

systematic approach for assessing and measuring Walkability is important to improve the quality of 

walking conditions. Nowadays, some developed countries such as the United States, the United 

Kingdom and New Zealand have developed some tools to assess Walkability. This paper first 

explains the origin and concept of Walkability and outlines the history of these instruments of 

Walkability, then explores the study scope, walkable index and standards setting of Walkability in 

these instruments, and discusses the characteristics and differences between the assessment 

instruments at last. This will provides valuable experiences for us to build a suitable system to assess 

the Walkability in cities and towns of China. 
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The Institutionalization of Planning in the USA: An Introduction to the Standard Planning 

and Zoning Acts of the 1920s 

Xu Nannan 

Abstract: The two model laws in 1920s, A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act and A Standard 

City Planning Enabling Act, shaped the landscape of the US planning institution. Comparing with 

the Chinese planning laws, they provided more detailed procedural regulations, enabled more 

participation of stakeholders and the general public, and designed more institutional tools for 

planning implementation. By conducting content analysis of the two model laws and comparing 

their institutional designs with the Chinese counterparts, this paper draws conclusions and policy 
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recommendations for the Chinese planning reform. 
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The Evolution and Enlightenment of the Anglo-American Urban Planning Education During 

the Past 100 Years 

Tan Wenyong, Feng Yufei 

Abstract: Through the collection and analysis of the development process of urban planning 

education in the UK and the USA during the past 100 years, the paper finds that the trend and the 

pattern of the evolution in the two nations are almost the same then further sums up the five stages 

and the cycle of transformation of the development of urban planning education in the UK and the 

USA. The enlightenment of the above-mentioned research findings upon the current urban planning 

education in China are: the connection between the discipline development and the planning body 

should be clarified; the theoretical research and the design practice should be balanced; the initiative 

of the Education Evaluation Committee should be exercised. It is hoped that the urban planning 

education in China can be improved. 
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On the Vertical Distribution and Dispute Resolution of Spatial Planning Power in the 

Netherlands 

Zhao Li 

Abstract: Under the unitary system of decentralization in the Netherlands, the power of spatial 

planning is divided into three levels: central government, provincial governments and municipal 

governments, with the principle of autonomy and the principle of responsibility. The central 

government and provincial governments have the power to formulate structure planning and impose 

land-use planning, and municipal governments have the power to formulate structure planning and 

land use planning. To guarantee the implementation and maintenance of central planning target and 

local self-government powers, the Netherlands set up a consultation mechanism, imposed land-use 

planning, planning instruction and planning directive litigation system. The experience of the 

Netherlands is of reference to the reform of our master planning and the establishment of a sound 

operation mechanism in the planning system. 
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Gearing Type Urban Regeneration Strategy: Case on Otemachi Development in Tokyo, Japan 

Shi Yuan 

Abstract: Otemachi region is located in the economic center in Tokyo, Japan, whose rich land 

makes it a gathering of many global corporate headquarters, tall and super-tall buildings stand 

together in a row, and the average volume rate is as high as about 7.0. The core issue of urban 

renewal in Otemachi area is to implement urban regeneration under the premise of locating in such 

a high density of city as well as ensuring the normal operation of many enterprises. Taking the case 

of Otemachi development in Japan as an example, this paper systematically analyzes urban 

regeneration strategy about integration of peripheral resources, seed base as the engine, 

securitization of real estate, tripartite cooperation of industry, government and school, as well as 

interprets the urban renewal process of Gearing Type in detail. Furthermore, aiming at urban renewal 

in China, this paper puts forward specific proposals of policy security, design strategy and service 

management on three levels. 
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Small and Intermediary Cities Will Make or Break the Sustainable Development Goals in Africa 

Arthur Minsat 

Abstract: Africa’s urbanisation is mainly taking place in small and intermediary cities. Cities with 

less than 300 000 residents captured 58% of recent urban growth. Ongoing trends are accelerating: 

Africa’s urban population will more than double, reaching 824 million by 2030. Cities with less 

than 1 million inhabitants will capture 77% of that growth. Such massive peopling of the continent 

could make or break the SDGs in Africa: Strong rural-urban linkages offer big potential to increase 

productivity and reduce poverty. Unplanned urbanisation comes at high economic, social and 

environmental cost. About 62% of Africa’s urban population lives in informal settlements. Air 

pollution costs Africa USD 447 billion, a third of its GDP. Smaller cities are not equipped to face 

these challenges: most spend less than USD 1 per resident per year. Distinguishing five main types 

among the fifty-five African countries reveals the diversity of the African continent. In each group, 

intermediary cities can advance the SDGs and the African Union’s Agenda 2063. Today, only about 

sixteen African countries have a national urbanisation strategy. Less than ten identify the 

development potential intermediary cities can offer. Among the many actions needed, reforming 

multi-level governance will empower intermediary cities to achieve the SDG 11. 
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Urban Trap and Breakthrough of Sub-Saharan Africa: Discussing the Influence of China 

Investment in Africa on Urbanization 

Zhou Jun, Zhou Jing 

Abstract: This paper first analyzes the path of urbanization that most Sub-Saharan African countries 

have been through. The second part analyzes the pitfalls of the consumption-based urbanization 

model, especially its negative effects on the development of local industrial sectors. The third part 

tries to find solutions to the urbanization of Sub-African countries by analyzing the relationship 

between urbanization and industrialization in terms of space and economy. Using two cases as 

examples, K·K New City in the capital of Angola by CITIC Construction, and Suez Economic Zone 

by TEDA Construction Corporation, the paper demonstrates how Chinese investments in African 

countries help to improve local urban quality by developing local manufacturing sectors, exporting 

Chinese “Town-and-Industry Integration” model. 
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Research on the Relationship Between Urbanization and Manufacturing Industry in Sub-

Saharan Africa 

Bai Lulu, Zhao Shengbo, Wang Xingping, Zheng Jieling 

Abstract: In recent years, the process of urbanization in Sub-Saharan Africa is relatively fast, but 

the development of manufacturing industry is relatively lagging behind. This paper makes an 

empirical study on the coupling relationship between urbanization and manufacturing industry in 

Sub-Saharan Africa to clarify the relationship between urbanization and manufacturing industry. 

The research shows that the overall coordination between urbanization and manufacturing industry 

in Sub-Saharan Africa is not high, and the development is unbalanced. This paper further analyzes 

the internal causes of imbalance between urbanization and manufacturing industry in Sub-Saharan 

Africa, explores the access of China-Africa cooperation to promote the coordinated development of 

urbanization and manufacturing industry, clarifies the roles of China and Africa in the cooperation 

and propose the direction of China-Africa deep cooperation in the future. 
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Colony City, Slum and New Town: Diversfied Urbanization Patterns of Luanda, Angola 

Wang Jiawen 

Abstract: Sub-Saharan Africa is the most undeveloped region in the world. Based on the analysis 

of three driving forces of sub-Saharan Africa urbanization(European colonial powers, spontaneous 

agglomeration, and contemporary international investment), this article describes three urbanization 

patterns, namely European colony city, Africa slums and international new town from the aspects 

of urban space layout forms, housing and infrastructure. In the end, the article points out that the 

successful experiences of rapid urbanization and large-scale urban construction since China’s 

reform and opening up could provide reference for sub-Saharan Africa. 
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Study on Characteristics of Urbanization Issues in the Capital Region of Zimbabwe 

Shao Dan 

Abstract: This study outlines the particularity of Zimbabwe in sub-Saharan African countries, 

describes the correspondence between population growth and urbanization process and the political 

and economic development after independence. Through the analysis of major urbanization areas, 

urban population and employment distribution, and urban spatial structure, the study finds out the 

capital region plays an essential role in national urbanization process and attracts population and 

employment in the metropolitan area. The study points out that despite of the overall level of 

development stagnation of the country, the problems of urbanization are accumulating and emerging. 
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The single center urban sprawl, the recession of central districts, the shortage of low and middle-

income housing, and infrastructure deficiency have greatly hindered the sustainable development of 

the region. Limited government response will lead to further decline in the quality of urbanization. 

This paper takes Harare New City Project as an opportunity to carry out research and hopes to 

provide some reference for contemporary urbanization research in sub-Saharan Africa. 
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Slums and Informal Settlements in Contemporary African Cities: Nairobi as a Case Study 

Huang Zhengli 

Abstract: This research focuses on an important part of the African cities today: the ‘slums’. The 

term of slum is often used to describe places with limited sanitation facilities and scarce resources, 

where living conditions are extremely poor. However, slums are heterogeneous and are normally 

self-governed in a complex way, which is largely neglected by both the media and the academy. The 

issue of the slums is not simply the intersection between the problem of housing and the problem of 

poverty. But the deep-rooted misunderstanding and misinterpretation of slums have led to improper 

interventions. This research tries to re-identify the slums and explore the logic behind the slums: the 

informality. Drawing on case studies in Nairobi, it reads and analyzes the slums in four dimensions: 

land management, informal real estate, construction of housing, and community services. Through 

these scopes an enriched content of urban informality in today’s Africa can be unfolded. 
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Research on Urban Informal Settlements in a Rapidly Urbanizing Ghana 

Han Sunsheng, Eric Gaisie, Yang Yuelong 

Abstract: In parallel with the rapid urbanization over the last three decades, the emergence of 

informal settlements has become a widespread phenomenon, or even a key feature of urbanisation 

in many African countries. The study of informal settlements in these developing countries offers a 

new angle on the relationship between economic growth and urbanization. This paper discusses the 

positive and negative consequences of informal settlements in urbanisation and local socio-

economic development using data from Ghana. The findings can provide reference for further 

research on urbanization in developing countries, especially in African countries. 
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The Impact of Integrated Housing Development Program on Alleviation of Urban Poverty in 

Ethiopia: A Case of Addis Ababa City 

Mulugeta Kindu, Sun Hao, Yin Chengzhi 

Abstract: Poverty is one of the biggest obstacles of the sustainable development of cities. This 

paper aims to assess the effectiveness of the Integrated Housing Development Programme (IHDP) 

launched out in 2005 in reducing urban poverty through the case study of Addis Ababa, and 

evaluates the challenge during its implementation. The paper takes the Sustainable Livelihoods 

Framework (SLF) as the theoretical support, adopts the quantitative research method, and uses the 

questionnaire as the main data collection method to determine the respondents through random and 

systematic sampling methods. In its findings, the study establishes that the IHDP has played an 

important role in alleviating urban poverty by increasing households’ income and saving levels, 

improving the health of residents, increasing women’s rights, guaranteeing tenure rights for 

households, and reducing slum areas and dwellers in the country. 
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Research on Modern Urban Planning History of Addis Ababa in the Last Century 

Xu Wenbo, Joachim Dieter, Wang Xingping, Xu Jiabo 

Abstract: Ethiopia is one of the three independent African countries in history. After entering the 

process of modernization, the urban planning practice in Addis Ababa-the capital city, can be seen 

as a microcosm of the history of the city planning of the African countries. The development process 

not only shows up the international advanced theory and experience, but also limited by the local 

economic and social development level. According to the city planning practice of Addis Ababa for 

a century, the article analyzes the main contents and characteristics of the urban planning in all 

stages of the century, and summarizes the historical rules. This study suggests that the planning and 

development of the century is strongly influenced by the following three main contradictions: 

changes of the political environment and the nature of the planning/the adjustment of the 

technological methods and the adjustment of the spatial layout/the ideal of the absolute space and 

the game of the planning. This study hopes to further complement the study of modern history of 

African cities and provide experience and basis for the future urbanization process and the 

development of urban planning in Africa. 
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Urban Renewal Strategy Based on TOD: A Case Study of Longhua District, Shenzhen 

Tian Zongxing, Li Guicai 

Abstract: Under the background of land resources constraints, more and more cities tap the 

potential of land use by urban renewal. However, urban renewal in traditional way faces many 

difficulties, such as high cost, exacerbating traffic congestion, and worsen social divisions. 

Researches show that TOD mode can promote compact urban development, reduce car trips, 

promote integration of all classes, and bring the property value along transit line. Based on this, this 

paper proposes transit oriented urban renewal, puts forward the suggestions for improvement from 

site selection, functional positioning and planning design, and analyzes the feasibility and validity 

of the strategy. Then, it analyzes the application practice of Longhua District in Shenzhen which 

guides the urban renewal through Metro Line 4, and summarizes the implementation path of the 

strategy and its effectiveness. The theoretical and practical analysis proves that transit oriented urban 

renewal is feasible and can deal with problems existing in traditional urban renewal, which provides 

a new idea for the transformation of urban renewal in China. 
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Composition and Characteristics of the Green Space Basic Planning in High Density 

Urbanized Area: Taking Tokyo 23 Special Wards as an Example 

Wang Qianna, Tan Min, He Xin, Luo Yanyun 

Abstract: High density urbanized area is featured with high population density and land values, the 

conflicts between environmental protection and urban development in this area are prominent. The 

23 special wards of Tokyo is one of the most typical high density urbanized areas around the world. 

Based on a brief review of the establishment process of green space planning system in Japan, this 

study analyzes composition and main contents of Green Space Basic Planning of Tokyo 23 special 

wards from the aspects of planning formulation and implementation. Four characteristics, including 

thinking globally, acting locally; green infrastructure concept integration; multiple planning 

responses to high density urbanized area; and systematic process management and public 

participation framework are summarized and discussed. This study aims to provide inspirations and 

experiences for urban green space system planning at the scale of high density built-up areas in 

China. 
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Research on Building Height Control of Greater London in England 

Wang Hui, Tan Zongbo, Liu Jian 

Abstract: Building height is the reflection of urban form and landscape. Especially in historical 

cities, the control of building height is an important method to protect traditional features. 

Meanwhile, the building height reflects social and economic development’ demands on land, so it 

is impractical to prohibit the increase of building height in international cities. Taking the Greater 

London as an example, this paper discusses how to balance the protection of historical environment 

and promote land development in a large historical city. According to the urban planning system of 

London, the development plans works as policy guidance and the development permission works 

as the implementation mechanism. In this context, the control of building height is a multilayer 

system including defining the nature of height, connecting the height control and purpose, clarifying 

the boundary of height control, distinguishing the method and degree of control. These methods are 

worth studying in the urban planning and management in China. 
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Research Review of Spatial Planning Development and Reform in China and Abroad 

Luo Chao, Wang Guoen, Sun Liangwen 

Abstract: Spatial planning is a popular topic in governmental reform and planning research. Aiming 

at promoting the knowledge of spatial planning, this paper analyses the evolution of spatial planning 

concept, spatial planning development and reform in typical foreign countries, revealing the 

common features in diverse developments of spatial planning regime in different countries and 

periods, which could be beneficial enlightenment for the spatial planning reform in China. Based 

on the common features and analysis of spatial planning development and relevant research in China, 

the future spatial planning reform of China can be concluded as below: (1) sustainable development 

is the main target with a balance of development and protection; (2) division of powers should 

consider both centralization and devolution; (3) in order to implement the top-down spatial policy, 

planning coordination and combination ought to be enhanced. 
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Indicator-based Monitoring Framework of Spatial Planning in England and Its Inspirations 

Zhou Shutian, Zhai Guofang, Shi Yijun 

Abstract: Dynamic monitoring of spatial planning is more important and complicated than 

traditional urban planning due to its comprehensive contents and far-reaching influences. Thanks to 

its early initiation and complete system, the spatial planning in England has developed an 
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institutionalized, normalized and dynamic monitoring system, with legal protection, specific 

responsibility subjects, comprehensive and locally distinctive spatial development objectives, and 

objective-oriented monitoring framework. The heart of its dynamic monitoring framework is to 

ensure the policy effects are not off its objectives by measuring and comparing the variation of 

multidimensional indicators regularly, and make active response, rational adjustment, and scientific 

guidance. On the basis of introducing the planning monitoring system in England, this paper 

concludes its objective-oriented monitoring framework of spatial planning with evidence from 

monitoring indicator systems and monitoring practices in both the Regional Spatial Strategies and 

Manchester Local Plan, to offer inspirations for implementing monitoring works in China’s 

emerging spatial planning. 
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Application of Tiering Assessment in German Spatial Planning and Its Enlightenment on 

Chinese SEA System 

Li Zhilin, Bao Cunkuan, Shen Baixin 

Abstract: As a major driving force for the development of strategic environmental assessment, 

tiering has been regarded as one of factors which can influence the implementation of strategic 

environmental assessment. Through the analysis of spatial planning system and the current related 

environmental assessment tools in Germany, this article identifies some findings with regards to the 

implementation of tieing as follows: relying on legal requirements to strengthen the tiering 

implementation; safeguarding the implementation of tiering with the help of authority involvement 

and cooperation; ensuring early implementation in key steps; and promoting two–ways tiering by 

following multi-faceted communications. Some suggestions for Chinese SEA are listed as follows: 

clearly defining the concept and role of tiering; inventorying current environmental-related 

assessment tools and broadening the scope of tiering application; providing related systems and 

measures to guarantee the implementation of tieing; last but not least, promoting and encouraging 

pilot studies to gain experience. 
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Research and Reflection on Historical and Cultural Heritage Conservation Zone of St. 

Petersburg 

Zhang Bocheng, Zhao Zhiqing, Wang Qinglian 

Abstract: This paper introduces the development process of historic and cultural conservation 

district from its initial establishment to progressive normalization based on the evolution of St. 
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Petersburg historic and cultural heritage conservation. And the author conducted an intensive 

research on its heritage constitution, conservation zoning and conservation measures with the 

analysis of overall classification and elements’ definition. The division ways of conservation zoning 

are further concluded depending on the heritage density, construction age, heritage distribution and 

regional characteristics with the conservation measures for various zoning. Ultimately, the 

conservation ideas are generated for St. Petersburg historic and cultural heritage and meanwhile, the 

author puts forward some thoughts on heritage constitution, conservation zoning and conservation 

measures during the cultural heritage conservation process in our country. 
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Study on the Formulating Approach of Japanese “Landscape Law”: Focusing on the Key 

Researcher Yukio Nishimura and his Methodology Framework 

Fu Shulan 

Abstract: This paper mainly focuses on the formation of “Landscape Law” in Japan, and its key 

researcher Yukio Nishimura in urban planning field. By analyzing Nishimura’s academic 

background, the legislative process, and the key points, the author analyzes the researcher’s role in 

the process, by which ways it was organized, promoted, expanded, and by what means it influenced 

and promoted the legislation, which summarized a “local practice, university studies, national 

legislation” linkage mode. 
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An Overview on Japan’s National Land Use Planning 

Tan Zongbo, Gao Haoge 

Abstract: Under the circumstance of establishing China’s “spatial planning system”, Japan’s 

national land planning system has been mentioned frequently as a reference to cases in papers. 

Although there are a large number of papers introducing or referring to Japan’s national land 

planning system, there are major differences or even misunderstandings from the translation of 

related terms to the understanding and interpretation of the contents and characters of the planning. 

In order to understand accurately the real situation of Japan’s national land planning system and 

provide a research foundation for China’s spatial planning system, this paper focuses on the 

“National Land Use Planning” in Japan. Through interpreting related laws, regulations, and original 

planning texts, this paper studies on the background, legal basis, purpose and content of the planning, 

as well as the implementation status of the plan, to explore the characteristics and nature of the 

planning and provide reference for establishing China’s spatial planning system. 

Keywords: Japan; National Land Planning; National Land Use Planning; Land Use Master Plan; 

Spatial Planning System 
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Bringing Bodies into Urban Studies: A Critical Perspective for Solving Urban Problems 

Cai Shaoyan, Tao Wei 

Abstract: Body can be considered as a sign representing the development of urban civilization, and 

they bound up with each other for hundreds of years. From Ancient Greece and Rome to modern 

city, about two thousand years, the body goes through the period of freedom-sleeping-suppressed-

awakened-destroyed-understanding. Drawing on an overview of 275 papers published from 1994-

2016 in 26 international authoritative journals, this paper believes the body-city study can be 

generalized into two levels. First, studying the city from the perspective of bodies, which includes 

urban public space experience, urban public service facilities, urban transportation, architectural 

design and urban layout; second, studying the body from the perspective of cities, which includes 

moving body, healthy body, fat body and the body of the special groups. This paper argues that the 

body becomes an important perspective and a way to study and solve urban problems. 
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Ecovillage Practice from the Perspective of the Concept of De-growth 

Yue Xiaopeng, Luo Hao, Wang Chaohong 

Abstract: “De-growth” is a new concept of sustainable development in the post-industrial era, 

aimed at the problems brought about by rapid economic development. This paper expounds the 

definition, essence, connotation and practical way to de-growth, and the ecological practice of 

ecovillage from the perspective, analyzes the logical relationship between de-growth and ecovillage, 
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investigates possible practical ways to achieve de-growth society from the aspects of space 

resistance, finally it provides guidance and reference for the future development of China’s cities 

and rural areas. 
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Study on the Employment Spatial Relationship of Small Cities in Munich Metropolitan 

Region of Germany 

Qin Mengdi, Li Jingsheng 

Abstract: The study of small cities is one of the important topics of new urbanization in China. 

Germany has a balanced urban system composed of numerous attractive small towns which is worth 

studying. This paper takes Munich Metropolitan Region as a case to explore the employment spatial 

relationship of small cities in Germany from three aspects of industry, age and commuting, aims at 

knowing how small cities attract people to live and work. The study analyzes the statistic of Census 

2011 and Federal Agency for Employment and finds out that small cities in Germany have 

contributed to the balance of regional employment relying on collaborative industrial clusters, 

convenient regional traffic and livable spatial quality. Agglomerated small cities have undertook 

part of the industrial transfer from core cities and alleviated the pressure of employment in core 

cities. Networked small cities have a significant attraction to the middle-aged employees and have 

formed cooperative industrial clusters. Isolated small cities have relied on local resources to form a 

characteristic industry and absorb a large number of rural surplus labor. 

Keywords: Small Cities; Munich Metropolitan Area of Germany; Employment Spatial Relationship; 

Commuting 
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Study on the Influence of Multi Railway Stations on Urban Spatial Structure 

Li Chuancheng, Meng Leilei, Zhang Ting 

Abstract: How to match the development of the site and the urban space is the structural problem 

of the current urban development. By comparing multi railway station pattern, city traffic and land 

use pattern, the influence of multi railway station on urban spatial structure of typical cities at home 

and abroad, this paper points out that we should strengthen the urban master plan and railway 

planning, give full play to the advantages of railway station. Besides, multi center pattern should be 

based on the multi railway station, so as to realize the city spatial development strategy of break up 

the whole into parts. Finally, this paper constructs the ideal model of multi railway station and urban 

spatial structure, and puts forward some suggestions on the optimization of multi-site structure, 

urban traffic optimization and multi center structure. 

Keywords: Multiple Railway Stations; Urban Spatial Structure; Polycentric Structure; Ideal Model 
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Five Distinctive Features of American City-County Consolidation and Lessons for China’s 

Administrative Division Adjustment in Metropolitan Areas 

Hou Aimin 

Abstract: City-County consolidation (CCC) is a common practice in the US metropolitan areas, 

which has been used to deal with the consequences of government fragmentation ever since 1815. 

Due to the frequent attempts of CCC in the US, rich theoretical and empirical literature has been 

developed, on CCC’s procedures, objectives, mechanisms and effects. This paper summarizes the 

five major characteristics of CCC in the US, including more attempts but low success rate, 

diversified consolidation ranges and modes, multiple goals that change with time, few goals 

achieved, public participation playing decisive roles etc. Four inspirations are discussed for 

administrative division adjustment in China’s fast growing urban areas. 
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The Concept, Practice and Enlightenment of “Innovation District” in the United States 

Ren Junyu, Liu Xiyu 

Abstract: Knowledge economy and science and technology innovation play more vital roles in 

urban development. With the industry transformation, urban renewal and innovation-driven 

development, we pay more attention to the development of innovation space and urban planning. 

“Innovation district” is put forward as a new theoretical concept and practical development path. In 

this paper, we summarize the evolution process, the concept and characteristics of innovation 

districts, and put forward the “Innovation Environment & Industry Environment & Urban 

Environment” model of innovation districts. Then we summarize several projects in the United 

States that Boston Kendall Square, Seattle South Lake Union in detail and Research Triangle Park 

in aspects of urban construction, policy implementation, industry development and cultural 

embedded. We think that the government should attract enterprises to promote science and 

technology industrial concentration, improve Space optimization to improve environmental quality, 

and encourage innovation to form the innovation ecosystem. 
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A Review of Built Environment Research Based on Children’s School Travel Behavior 

Wang Xia, Jiao Jian 

Abstract: Children’s school travel behavior from walking to private cars has not only increased 

urban traffic pressure, but also lead to childhood obesity and individual independence and other 

issues. The studies of children’s school travel behavior and its relationship with built environment 

began in 1980 s abroad; however, it was not until most recently that relevant research has attracted 

attention in China. This paper reviews the literature of built environment based on children’s school 

travel behavior so as to provide a reference as well as a foundation for future research. Main 

conclusions of this paper are as follows. Firstly, social ecology model could offer better explanations 

about the interactions between built environment and school travel behavior. Secondly, built 

environment is often measured at the community level, and environment factors influencing the 

decisions on school travel behavior consist of two aspects, i.e., objective aspect and subjective 

(perceived) aspect. Thirdly, this current research classifies various factors influencing the built 

environment into four categories that land use, transportation, design and school. Lastly, the 

application of this research is introduced. 
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Evaluating Sustainable Urban Renewal Approach in Hong Kong from a Social Perspective 

Lang Wei, Li Xun, Chen Tingting 

Abstract: Urban renewal in Hong Kong has been associated with different voices, where 

government and various interest groups have made every effort to promote sustainable development 

within urban renewal areas. Heritage preservation is seemingly contradictory with urban renewal 

driven by economic development, while how to enhance social sustainability on both ways is a 

question for the government, the academic, and planners. This paper explores the critical factors of 

urban renewal in urban planning and design through examining and evaluating the social elements 

of sustainable development via a case-study of Former Marine Police Headquarter, based on a 

conceptual framework of social sustainability indicators in urban renewal. As a reference of 

implementation process in urban renewal for all Chinese cities, this paper aims to discover the social 

considerations in urban renewal, which enhance the significance of social sustainability. 
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Headquarter; Hong Kong 
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Transition of Flood Control and Water Management in the Netherlands’ Spatial Planning with 

Analysis of Its Management System 

Cao Zhejing 

Abstract: The urban development in the Netherlands is shaped by water. And the strategies for 

flood control and water management have changed from pure engineering intervention to ecological 

approach in history of combating flooding. Flood control and water management has coordinated 

with spatial planning more and more closely by incorporating its main goals into “National 

Infrastructure and Spatial Planning” and “National Water Plan”. The strategic “Delta Program” 

since 2011 not only underlines ecological approach and flexible planning strategy, but also 

facilitates its merging with spatial planning. This paper focuses on the transition of strategies of 

flood control and water management in the Netherlands, probes into the contents of the yearly “Delta 

Program” in 2011-2017, and analyses its administration system and law system foundation, which 

give a hint to China. 

Keywords: Flood Control and Water Management; The Netherlands; Spatial Planning; Delta 

Program; Administration System; Law System 
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Methodology and Application of Quantitative Case Study in Urban Planning & Design in the 

New Data Environment 

Gan Xinyue, Long Ying 

Abstract: As one of the essential parts in urban planning and design practice, the methodology 

about case study which is more reasonable and effective has not been established yet. Therefore, 

this paper attempts to provide the quantitative research methodology aiming at case study, which is 

applicable to urban planning and design in both incremental and stock urban areas. This 

methodology will be based on the new data environment as well as the framework of Data 

Augmented Design. After that, as the empirical research, the urban design practice in the new town 

of Tong Zhou is used to verify the feasibility of methodology in incremental areas. The paper finds 

that the quantitative research about current urban spaces will be continually used for the urban 

planning and design in incremental areas through extracting the “urban genes” and constructing the 

“urban gene bank”. For this reason, this methodology can provide more reasonable and scientific 

reference for the urban planning and design practice. 
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Study on the Impact of ICT on Urban Residents’ Life-space and Spatial Planning Strategy 

Jiang Yupei, Zhen Feng 

Abstract: In the context of the gradual penetration of ICT into urban life, clarify the influence of 

ICT on urban life-space from the process and results, and then put forward corresponding spatial 

planning strategies. The study suggests that under the action of ICT, the virtual life-space of urban 

residents has extended to the physical life-space, and prompted the urban life-space increasingly 

diversified, multiple, fragmentized, mobile, experiential through the interaction and integration of 

digital media transmission. Especially with the wide application of ICT technology, a new spatial 

organization structure, and a new interactive mode between human and environment in the urban 

life-space has appeared. In addition, different response and expression of urban residents with 

different information resources has been shown based on the impact of ICT. Therefore, owing to 

new social and spatial problems appearing in the urban life-space under the influence of ICT, we 

believe that the optimization of urban life-space should be based on the “people-oriented” planning, 

and a new urban life-space characterized by diversified and multiple functions, rich connotation, 

high informationization level, space justice, mutual fusion of the virtual and physical can be 

constructed depending on ICT. 
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Transect-based Zoning and Classification in TOD Planning from the Perspective of Form-

based Code 

Liu Quan, Lai Yani 

Abstract: In recent years, some US cities began to apply Smart Code or Form Based Code to replace 

or complete conventional zoning under the influence of New Urbanism. Transect model is an 

important method for urban cognition and planning management for Form Based Code, which has 

been widely used in TOD planning practices. Transect model includes 2 aspects of components: 

first, to accomplish TOD classification according to transect model and transit condition, and 

develop urban design guidelines for TOD areas on citywide scale or along the transit line; second, 

to carry out form based zoning according to transect model, and develop a Form Based Code in 

TOD area. Recently, urban design management, public transit construction and TOD planning have 

become more and more important and popular in China. Under such background, it is of great 

significance to learn from experience of transect model in the US, which can provide useful methods 

for Chinese TOD planning practices. 
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Embedded Governance: Research on the Spatial Development of China’s New Area from the 

Perspective of Corporatism 

Feng Canfang, Zhang Jingxiang, Chen Hao 

Abstract: When it comes to the governance of spatial development in China, there are two 

competing views which are “government-led” and “market-led”. Since the theory of corporatism 

has great significance of theoretical guidance and policy revelation to the study of spatial 

development, we apply it to analyze the land production of Suzhou High-tech Zone, and clarify that 

the local government governed the society and market by embedding quasi-governmental 

organization, state-owned land property rights and public good, to achieve the goals of rapid space 

growth and social harmony. In conclusion, in the face of the increasing demands of the market and 

the society, the local government can use the embedded approach to absorb the new forces of market 

and society to participate in the urban governance, and enhance their ability to meet the requirements 

from the society, which can maintain the authority and flexibility of local governmental intervention 

in urban space development. 
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Analysis of the Relationship Between Urban Development Land-use Planning Indicators and 

Subject Well-being of Inhabitant Based on Ordinal Logistic Regression 

Jin Wenbo, Zhai Guofang, He Zhongyu, Chen Wei 

Abstract: The built environment is one of the important factors influencing the inhabitants’ 

happiness. This paper, based on the CGSS2010 investigation results, statistical yearbook data and 

the sixth population census data, using Ordinal Logistic Regression, tries to discover what land use 

index in the comprehensive planning have significant impacts on the inhabitants’ subjective well-

being. The results suggest that there are significant positive correlations between residential land 

per capita, road and street land per capita, GDP per capita and the inhabitants’ subjective wellbeing, 

and negative correlations between urban development land per capita and green space per capita 

and the inhabitants’ subjective well-being. Therefore, in order to improve the active intervention of 

inhabitants’ subjective well-being from the perspective of urban planning, the impacts on the 

inhabitants’ subjective wellbeing should be fully considered when determining the land use index 

per capita in the comprehensive planning. 
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Cultural Strategy in the Process of Rural Renaissance in France: Innovative Experience and 

Implications 

Li Mingye, Tang Shuangshuang 

Abstract: Since the 1970s, the French government has begun to enhance the culture development 

in rural areas by integrating the cultural dimension into public policies such as rural planning. In the 

1990 s, a rural cultural strategy was established in France, including the development of cultural 

facilities, the preservation of cultural heritage, the planning of cultural landscape and the 

implementation of cultural project, which has promoted the rural renaissance. Nowadays in China 

the rural areas lacks of dynamism, while the rural development is mainly driven by physical changes. 

This paper first reviews the evolution of public policies in rural areas, focusing on the cultural 

dimension, then examines the connotation and the innovative experience of rural cultural strategy 

in France, finally provides implications to guide a rural renaissance in China. 
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Inspirations from the Urban Planning Responses in the Smog Event of Los Angeles 

Jiang Xiji 

Abstract: Nowadays many cities in China are confronted with severe air pollution. Both the 

development of healthy cities and the physical and mental health of citizens are under serious threat. 

About half a century ago, in the process of rigorous smog event, Los Angeles city government 

coordinated stakeholders with different interests, took positive governance measures and public 

policies, and at last improved the air quality greatly. Based on the event stream analysis method, 

this paper systematically combs: (1) urban development process of Los Angeles; (2) planning 

relevant achievements; (3) understanding those who were affected by or had an interest in this event, 

initiative, intervention, or effort, and tries to find out the roles on which that urban planning and 

related public policy instruments played during the smog event and post-smog event era. For the 

current situation and problems our cities are faced with, this paper gives suggestions from the LA 

case; and from the perspective of urban planning. 
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Under Governmental Supervision 
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Abstract: The Dutch social housing is famous for its large market share and relatively high quality. 

During the long developing period of more than one century, a social housing development model 

has formed in the Netherlands: under the supervision of the government, housing associations 
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(independent non-profit organizations) provide and manage social housing in a market-oriented way. 

This paper focuses on the different roles of government and housing associations, the management 

and operation framework of housing associations, and the restricting and supervising mechanism to 

housing associations. This paper aims at providing useful suggestions for Chinese affordable 

housing development and management. 
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The City Builder: A Lament Song from a Liberal New York Intellectual 

Hou Li 

Abstract: This paper introduces one of Susan Fainstein’s most notable works, The City Builder, on 

its background, content, major contribution, and lasting influence. It is followed by tracing 

Feinstein’s academic life course. The difference between the first version in 1994 and the second 

version in 2001 is especially highlighted, then the controversy about the book and its inspirations 

are discussed in the end. 
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